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Abstract
Approximate dynamic programming is a powerful class of algorithmic strategies for solving stochastic
optimization problems where optimal decisions can be characterized using Bellman’s optimality equation, but where the characteristics of the problem make solving Bellman’s equation computationally
intractable. This brief chapter provides an introduction to the basic concepts of approximate dynamic programming while building bridges between the different communities that have contributed
to this field. We cover basic approximate value iteration (temporal difference learning), policy approximation, and a brief introduction to strategies for approximating value functions. We cover
Q-learning, and the use of the post-decision state for solving problems with vector-valued decisions.
The approximate linear programming method is introduced, along with a discussion of stepsize selection issues. The presentation closes with a discussion of some practical issues that arise in the
implementation of ADP techniques.
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Introduction

Approximate dynamic programming represents a powerful modeling and algorithmic strategy that
can address a wide range of optimization problems that involve making decisions sequentially in
the presence of different types of uncertainty. A short list of applications, which illustrate different
problem classes, include the following:
• Option pricing - An American option allows us to buy or sell an asset at any time up to a
specified time, where we make money when the price goes under or over (respectively) a set
strike price. Valuing the option requires finding an optimal policy for determining when to
exercise the option.
• Playing games - Computer algorithms have been designed to play backgammon, bridge, chess
and, recently, the Chinese game of Go.
• Controlling a device - This might be a robot or unmanned aerial vehicle, but there is a need
for autonomous devices to manage themselves for tasks ranging from vacuuming the floor to
collecting information about terrorists.
• Storage of continuous resources - Managing the cash balance for a mutual fund or the amount
of water in a reservoir used for a hydroelectric dam requires managing a continuous resource
over time in the presence of stochastic information on parameters such as prices and rainfall.
• Asset acquisition - We often have to acquire physical and financial assets over time under
different sources of uncertainty about availability, demands and prices.
• Resource allocation - Whether we are managing blood inventories, financial portfolios or fleets
of vehicles, we often have to move, transform, clean and repair resources to meet various needs
under uncertainty about demands and prices.
• R & D portfolio optimization - The Department of Energy has to determine how to allocate
government funds to advance the science of energy generation, transmission and storage. These
decisions have to be made over time in the presence of uncertain changes in technology and
commodity prices.
These problems range from relatively low dimensional applications to very high-dimensional industrial problems, but all share the property of making decisions over time under different types of
uncertainty. In Powell (2010), a modeling framework is described which breaks a problem into five
components:
• State - St (or xt in the control theory community), capturing all the information we need at
time t to make a decision and model the evolution of the system in the future.
• Action/decision/control - Depending on the community, these will be modeled as a, x or u.
Decisions are made using a decision function, or policy. If we are using action a, we represent
the decision function using Aπ (St ) where π ∈ Π is a family of policies (or functions). If our
action is x, we use X π (St ). We use a if our problem has a small number of discrete actions.
We use x when the decision might be a vector (of discrete or continuous elements).
• Exogenous information - Lacking standard notation, we let Wt be the family of random variables
that represent new information that first becomes known by time t.
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• Transition function - Also known as the system model (or just model), this function is denoted
S M (·), and is used to express the evolution of the state variable, as in St+1 = S M (St , xt , Wt+1 ).
• Objective function - Let C(St , xt ) be the contribution (if we are maximizing) received when in
state St if we take action xt . Our objective is to find a decision function (policy) that solves
max E
π∈Π

( T
X

)
t

π

γ C(St , X (St )) .

(1)

t=0

We encourage readers to review Powell (2010) (in this volume) or chapter 5 in Powell (2007), available
at http://www.castlelab.princeton.edu/adp.htm, before attempting to design an algorithmic strategy.
For the remainder of this chapter, we assume that the reader is familiar with the modeling behind
the objective function in equation (1), and in particular the range of policies that can be used to
provide solutions. In this chapter, we assume that we would like to find a good policy by using
Bellman’s equation as a starting point, which we may write in either of two ways:
Vt (St ) = max C(St , a) + γ
a

X


p(s0 |St , a)Vt+1 (s0 ) ,

(2)

s0


= max C(St , a) + γE{Vt+1 (St+1 )|St } ,
a

(3)

where Vt (St ) is the value of being in state St and following an optimal policy from t until the end
of the planning horizon (which may be infinite). The control theory community replaces Vt (St ) with
Jt (St ) which is referred to as the “cost-to-go” function. If we are solving a problem in steady state,
Vt (St ) would be replaced with V (S).
If we have a small number of discrete states and actions, we can find the value function Vt (St )
using the classical techniques of value iteration and policy iteration (see Puterman (1994)). Many
practical problems, however, suffer from one or more of the three curses of dimensionality: 1) vectorvalued (and possibly continuous) state variables, 2) random variables Wt for which we may not be able
to compute the expectation, and 3) decisions (typically denoted by xt or ut ) which may be discrete
or continuous vectors, requiring some sort of solver (linear, nonlinear or integer programming) or
specialized algorithmic strategy.
The field of approximate dynamic programming has historically focused on the problem of multidimensional state variables, which prevent us from calculating Vt (s) for each discrete state s. In
our presentation, we make an effort to cover this literature, but we also show how we can overcome the other two curses using a device known as the post-decision state variable. However, a
short chapter such as this is simply unable to present the vast range of algorithmic strategies in
any detail. For this, we recommend for additional reading the following: Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis
(1996), especially for students interested in obtaining thorough theoretical foundations; Sutton and
Barto (1998) for a presentation from the perspective of the reinforcement learning community; Powell (2007) for a presentation that puts more emphasis on modeling, and more from the perspective
of the operations research community; and chapter 6 of Bertsekas (2007), which can be downloaded
from http://web.mit.edu/dimitrib/www/dpchapter.html.
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A generic ADP algorithm

Equation (2) (or (3)) is typically solved by stepping backward in time, where it is necessary to loop
over all the potential states to compute Vt (St ) for each state St . For this reason, classical dynamic
programming is often referred to as backward dynamic programming. The requirement of looping
over all the states is the first computational step that cannot be performed when the state variable
is a vector, or even a scalar continuous variable.
Approximate dynamic programming takes a very different approach. In most ADP algorithms,
we step forward in time following a single sample path. Assume we are modeling a finite horizon
problem. We are going to iteratively simulate this problem. At iteration n, assume at time t that
we are in state Stn . Now assume that we have a policy of some sort that produces a decision xnt . In
approximate dynamic programming, we are typically solving a problem that can be written

n−1
v̂tn = max C(Stn , xt ) + γE{V̄t+1
(S M (Stn , xt , Wt+1 ))|St } .
xt

(4)

n−1
Here, V̄t+1
(St+1 ) is an approximation of the value of being in state St+1 = S M (Stn , xt , Wt+1 ) at time
t + 1. If we are modeling a problem in steady state, we drop the subscript t everywhere, recognizing
that W is a random variable. We note that xt here can be a vector, where the maximization problem
might require the use of a linear, nonlinear or integer programming package. Let xnt be the value of
xt that solves this optimization problem. We can use v̂tn to update our approximation of the value
function. For example, if we are using a lookup table representation, we might use

V̄tn (Stn ) = (1 − αn−1 )V̄tn−1 (Stn ) + αn−1 v̂tn ,

(5)

where αn−1 is a stepsize between 0 and 1 (more on this later).
Now we are going to use Monte Carlo methods to sample our vector of random variables which
n , representing the new information that would have first been learned between
we denote by Wt+1
time t and t + 1. The next state would be given by
n
n
St+1
= S M (Stn , xnt , Wt+1
).

The overall algorithm is given in figure 1. This is a very basic version of an ADP algorithm, one
which would generally not work in practice. But it illustrates some of the basic elements of an ADP
algorithm. First, it steps forward in time, using a randomly sampled set of outcomes, visiting one
state at a time. Second, it makes decisions using some sort of statistical approximation of a value
function, although it is unlikely that we would use a lookup table representation. Third, we use
information gathered as we step forward in time to update our value function approximation, almost
always using some sort of recursive statistics.
The algorithm in figure 1 goes under different names. It is a basic “forward pass” algorithm where
we step forward in time, updating value functions as we progress. Another variation involves simulating forward through the horizon without updating the value function. Then, after the simulation
is done, we step backward through time, using information about the entire future trajectory.
We have written the algorithm in the context of a finite horizon problem. For infinite horizon
problems, simply drop the subscript t everywhere, remembering that you have to keep track of the
“current” and “future” state.
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Step 0. Initialization:
Step 0a. Initialize V̄t0 (St ) for all states St .
Step 0b. Choose an initial state S01 .
Step 0c. Set n = 1.
Step 1. Choose a sample path ω n .
Step 2. For t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , T do:
Step 2a. Solve
v̂tn
and let

xn
t

=



n−1
maxn Ct (Stn , xt ) + γEV̄t+1
(S M (Stn , xt , Wt+1 ))

xt ∈Xt

be the value of xt that solves the maximization problem.

Step 2b. Update V̄tn−1 (St ) using
(
(1 − αn−1 )V̄tn−1 (Stn ) + αn−1 v̂tn
n
V̄t (St ) =
V̄tn−1 (St )

St = Stn
otherwise.

Step 2c. Compute the next state to visit. This may be chosen at random (according to some distribution), or
from
n
n
St+1
= S M (Stn , xn
t , Wt+1 ).

Step 3. Let n = n + 1. If n < N , go to step 1.

Figure 1: An approximate dynamic programming algorithm using expectations.
There are different ways of presenting this basic algorithm. To illustrate, we can rewrite equation
(5) as
V̄ n (Stn ) = V̄ n−1 (Stn ) + αn−1 (v̂tn − V̄ n−1 (Stn )).

(6)

The quantity
n−1
v̂tn − V̄ n−1 (Stn ) = Ct (Stn , xt ) + γEV̄t+1
(S M (Stn , xt , Wt+1 )) − V̄ n−1 (Stn )

is known as the Bellman error, since it is a sampled observation of the difference between what we
think is the value of being in state Stn and an estimate of the value of being in state Stn . In the
reinforcement learning community, it has long been called the temporal difference, since it is the
difference between estimates at two different iterations, which can have the interpretation of time,
especially for steady state problems where n indexes transitions forward in time.
The reinforcement learning community would refer to this algorithm as temporal difference learning (first introduced in Sutton (1988)), typically abbreviated as TD. If we use a backward pass, we
can let v̂tn be the value of the entire future trajectory, but it is often useful to introduce a discount
factor (usually represented as λ) to discount rewards received in the future. This discount factor is
introduced purely for algorithmic reasons, and should not be confused with the discount γ, which is
intended to capture the time value of money. If we let λ = 1, then we are adding up the entire future
trajectory. But if we use λ = 0, then we obtain the same updating as our forward pass algorithm in
1. For this reason, the reinforcement learning community refers to this family of updating strategies
as TD(λ).
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TD(0) (temporal difference learning with λ = 0) can be viewed as an approximate version of
classical value iteration. It is important to recognize that after each update, we are not just changing
the value function approximation; we are also changing our behavior (that is, our policy for making
decisions), which in turn changes the distribution of v̂tn given a particular state Stn . TD(1), on the
other hand, computes v̂tn by simulating a policy into the future. This policy depends on the value
function approximation, but otherwise v̂tn does not directly use value function approximations.
An important dimension of most ADP algorithms is step 2c, where we have to choose which
state to visit next. For many complex problems, it is most natural to choose the state determined
n = S M (S n , xn , W
n
by the action xnt , and then simulate our way to the next state using St+1
t+1 (ω )).
t
t
Many authors refer to this as a form of “real time dynamic programming” (RTDP) (see Barto et al.
(1995)), although a better term is “trajectory following” (Sutton (1995)), since RTDP involves other
algorithmic assumptions. The alternative to trajectory following is to randomly generate a state to
visit next. Trajectory following often seems more natural since it means you are simulating a system,
and it visits the states that arise naturally, rather than from what might be an unrealistic probability
model. But readers need to understand that there are few convergence results for trajectory following
models, due to the complex interaction between random observations of the value of being in a
state and the policy that results from a specific value function approximation, which impacts the
probability of visiting a state.
The power and flexibility of approximate dynamic programming has to be tempered with the
reality that simple algorithms generally do not work, even on simple problems. There are several
issues we have to address if we want to develop an effective ADP strategy:
• We avoid the problem of looping over all the states, but replace it with the problem of developing a good statistical approximation of the value of being in each state that we might visit.
The challenge of designing a good value function approximation is at the heart of most ADP
algorithms.
• We have to determine how to update our approximation using new information.
• We assume that we can compute the expectation, which is often not the case, which especially
causes problems when our decision/action variable is a vector.
• We can easily get caught in a circle of choosing actions that take us to states that we have
already visited, simply because we may have pessimistic estimates of states that we have not
yet visited. We need some mechanism to force us to visit states just to learn the value of these
states.
The remainder of this article is a brief tour through a rich set of algorithmic strategies for solving
these problems.

3

Q-learning and the post-decision state variable

In our classical ADP strategy, we are solving optimization problems of the form
v̂tn =


maxn C(Stn , xt ) + γE{V̄t+1 (S M (Stn , xt , Wt+1 ))|St } .

xt ∈Xt
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(7)

There are many applications of ADP which introduce additional complications: a) we may not be
able to compute the expectation, and b) the decision x may be a vector, and possibly a very big
vector (thousands of dimensions). There are two related strategies that have evolved to address
these issues: Q-learning, a technique widely used in the reinforcement learning community, and
ADP using the post-decision state variable, a method that has evolved primarily in the operations
research community. These methods are actually closely related, a topic we revisit at the end.

3.1

Q-factors

To introduce the idea of Q-factors, we need to return to the notation where a is a discrete action
(with a small action space). The Q factor (so-named because this was the original notation used in
Watkins (1989)) is the value of being in a state and taking a specific action,
Q(s, a) = C(s, a) + γEV̄ (S M (S n , x, W )).
Value functions and Q-factors are related using
V (s) = max Q(s, a),
a

so at first glance it might seem as if we are not actually gaining anything. In fact, estimating a
Q-factor actually seems harder than estimating the value of being in a state, since there are more
state-action pairs than there are states.
The power of Q-factors arises when we have problems where we either do not have an explicit
transition function S M (·), or where we do not know the probability distribution of W . This means
we cannot compute the expectation, but not because it is computationally difficult. When we do not
know the transition function, and/or cannot compute the expectation (because we do not know the
probability distribution of the random variable), we would like to draw on a subfield of ADP known
as model-free dynamic programming. In this setting, we are in state S n , we choose an action an , and
then observe the next state which we will call s0 . We can then record a value of being in state s and
taking action a using
q̂ n = C(S n , an ) + V̄ n−1 (s0 )
where V̄ ( s0 ) = maxa0 Qn−1 (s0 , a0 ). We then use this value to update our estimate of the Q-factor
using
Qn (S n , an ) = (1 − α)Qn−1 (S n , an ) + αq̂ n .
Whenever we are in state S n , we choose our action using
an = arg max Qn−1 (S n , a).

(8)

a

Note that we now have a method that does not require a transition function or the need to
compute an expectation. We only need access to some exogenous process that tells us what state we
transition to given a starting state and an action.
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3.2

The post-decision state variable

A closely related strategy is to break the transition function into two steps: the pure effect of the
decision xt , and the effect of the new, random information Wt+1 . In this section, we use the notation
of operations research, because what we are going to do is enable the solution of problems where xt
may be a very large vector. We also return to time-dependent notation since it clarifies when we are
measuring a particular variable.
We can illustrate this idea using a simple inventory example. Let St be the amount of inventory
on hand at time t. Let xt be an order for new product, which we assume arrives immediately. The
typical inventory equation would be written
St+1 = max{0, St + xt − D̂t+1 }
where D̂t+1 is the random demand that arises between t and t + 1. We denote the pure effect of this
order using
Stx = St + xt .
The state Stx is referred to as the post-decision state (see Van Roy et al. (1997)), which is the state
at time t, immediately after a decision has been made but before any new information has arrived.
The transition from Stx to St+1 in this example would then be given by
St+1 = max{0, Stx − D̂t+1 }.
Another example of a post-decision state is a tic-tac-toe board after you have made your move,
but before your opponent has moved. Sutton and Barto (1998) refers to this as the after-state
variable, but we prefer the notation that emphasizes the information content (which is why Stx is
indexed by t).
A different way of representing a post-decision state is to assume that we have a forecast W̄t,t+1 =
E{W+1 |St } which is a point estimate of what we think Wt+1 will be given what we know at time t.
A post-decision state can be thought of as a forecast of the state St+1 given what we know at time
t, which is to say
Stx = S M (St , xt , W̄t,t+1 ).
This approach will seem more natural in certain applications, but it would not be useful when random
variables are discrete. Thus, it makes sense to use the expected demand, but not the expected action
of your tic-tac-toe opponent.
In a typical decision tree, St would represent the information available at a decision node, while Stx
would be the information available at an outcome node. Using these two steps, Bellman’s equations
become

Vt (St ) = max C(St , xt ) + γVtx (Stx ) ,

(9)

xt

Vtx (Stx ) = E{Vt+1 (St+1 )|St }.

(10)
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Note that equation (9) is now a deterministic optimization problem, while (10) involves only an
expectation. Of course, we still do not know Vtx (Stx ), but we can approximate it just as we would
approximate Vt (St ). However, now we have to pay attention to the nature of the optimization
problem. If we are just searching over a small number of discrete actions, we do not really have to
worry about the structure of our approximate value function around Stx . But if x is a vector, which
might have hundreds or thousands of discrete or continuous variables, then we have to recognize that
we are going to need some sort of solver to handle the maximization problem.
To illustrate the basic idea, assume that we have discrete states and are using a lookup table
representation for a value function. We would solve (9) to obtain a decision xnt , and we would then
n using our transition function. Let v̂ n be the objective function returned by
simulate our way to St+1
t
solving (9) at time t when we are in state Stn . We would then use this value to update the value at
the previous post-decision state. That is,
n−1
n
n
n
(St−1
) + αn−1 v̂tn .
V̄t−1
(St−1
) = (1 − αn−1 )V̄t−1

(11)

Thus, the updating is virtually the same as we did before, it is just that we are now using our
estimate of the value of being in a state to update the value of the previous post-decision state. This
is a small change, but it has a huge impact by eliminating the expectation in the decision problem.
Now imagine that we are managing different types of products, where Sti is the inventory of
product of type i, and Stix is the inventory after placing a new order. We might propose a value
function approximation that looks like
V̄tx (Stx ) =

X


θ1i Stix − θ2i (Stix )2 .

i

This value function is separable and concave in the inventory (assuming θ2i > 0). Using this approximation, we can probably solve our maximization problem using a nonlinear programming algorithm,
which means we can handle problems with hundreds or thousands of products. Critical to this step
is that the objective function in (9) is deterministic.

3.3

Comments

On first glance, Q-factors and ADP using the post-decision state variable seem to be very different
methods to address very different problems. However, there is a mathematical commonality to these
two algorithmic strategies. First, we note that if S is our current state, (S, a) is a kind of postdecision state, in that it is a deterministic function of the state and action. Second, if we take a close
look at equation (9), we can write
Q(St , xt ) = C(St , xt ) + γVtx (Stx ).
We assume that we have a known function Stx that depends only on St and xt , but we do not
require the full transition function (which takes us to time t + 1), and we do not have to take an
expectation. However, rather than develop an approximation of the value of a state and an action,
we only require the value of a (post-decision) state. The task of finding the best action from a set of
Q-factors (equation (8)) is identical to the maximization problem in (9). What has been overlooked
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Step 0. Initialization:
Step 0a. Initialize Vtπ,0 , t ∈ T .
Step 0b. Set n = 1.
Step 0c. Initialize S01 .
Step 1. Do for n = 1, 2, . . . , N :
Step 2. Do for m = 1, 2, . . . , M :
Step 3. Choose a sample path ω m .
Step 4: Do for t = 0, 1, . . . , T :
Step 4a. Solve:

Ct (Stn,m , xt ) + γVtπ,n−1 (S M,x (Stn,m , xt ))
xn,m
= arg max
t
n,m

(12)

Step 4b. Simulate:
n,m
St+1
= S M (Stn,m , xn,m
, Wt+1 (ω m )).
t
Step 5. Do for t = T − 1, . . . , 0:
Step 5a. Accumulate the path cost (with v̂Tm = 0)
m
v̂tm = Ct (Stn,m , xm
t ) + γv̂t+1
Step 5b. For t > 1, update approximate value of the policy starting at time t:
n,m
n,m−1
x,n,m
V̄t−1
← U V (V̄t−1
, St−1
, v̂tm ).

(13)

xt ∈Xt

Step 6. Update the policy value function
Vtπ,n (Stx ) = V̄tn,M (Stx )

∀t = 0, 1, . . . , T

Step 7. Return the value functions (Vtπ,N )Tt=1 .

Figure 2: Approximate policy iteration using value function-based policies.
in the ADP/RL community is that this step makes it possible to search over large, multidimensional
(and potentially continuous) action spaces. Multidimensional action spaces is a relatively overlooked
problem class in the ADP/RL communities.

4

Approximate policy iteration

An important variant of ADP is approximate policy iteration which is illustrated in figure 2 using the
post-decision state variables. In this strategy, we simulate a policy, say, M times over the planning
horizon (or M steps into the future). During these inner iterations, we fix the policy (that is, we fix
the value function approximation used to make a decision) to obtain a better estimate of the value
of being in a state. The general process of updating the value function approximation is handled
using the update function U V (·). As M → ∞, we obtain an exact estimate of the value of being in a
particular state while following a fixed policy (see Tsitsiklis and Van Roy (1997) for the convergence
theory of this technique).
If we randomize on the starting state and repeat this simulation an infinite number of times, we
can obtain the best possible value function given a particular approximation. It is possible to prove
convergence of classical stochastic approximation methods when the policy is fixed. Unfortunately,
there are very few convergence results when we combine sampled observations of the value of being
in a state with changes in the policy.
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If we are using low-dimensional representations of the value function (as occurs with basis functions), it is important that our update be of sufficient accuracy. If we use M = 1, which means
we are updating after a single forward traversal, the result may mean that the value function approximation (and therefore the policy) is changing too rapidly from one iteration to another. The
resulting algorithm may actually diverge (see Bell (1995) and Tsitsiklis and Van Roy (1996)).

5

Types of value function approximations

At the heart of approximate dynamic programming is approximating the value of being in a state. It is
important to emphasize that the problem of designing and estimating a value function approximation
draws on the entire field of statistics and machine learning. Below, we discuss two very general
approximation methods. You will generally find that ADP is opening a doorway into the field of
machine learning, and that this is where you will spend most of your time. You should pick up a
good reference book such as Hastie et al. (2001) on statistical learning methods, and keep an open
mind regarding the best method for approximating a value function (or the policy directly).

5.1

Lookup tables with aggregation

The simplest form of statistical learning uses the lookup table representation we first illustrated in
equation (5). The problem with this method is that it does not apply to continuous states, and
requires an exponentially large number of parameters (one per state) when we encounter vectorvalued states.
A popular way to overcome large state spaces is through aggregation. Let S be the set of states.
We can represent aggregation using
Gg : S → S (g) .
S (g) represents the g th level of aggregation of the state space S, where we assume that S (0) = S. Let
s(g) = Gg (s), the g th level aggregation of state s.
G = The set of indices corresponding to the levels of aggregation.
We then define V̄ g (s) to be the value function approximation for state s ∈ S (g) .
We assume that the family of aggregation functions Gg , g ∈ G is given. A common strategy is to
pick a single level of aggregation that seems to work well, but this introduces several complications.
First, the best level of aggregation changes as we acquire more data, creating the challenge of
working out how to transition from approximating the value function in the early iterations versus
later iterations. Second, the right level of aggregation depends on how often we visit a region of the
state space.
A more natural way is to use a weighted average. At iteration n, we can approximate the value
of being in state s using
v̄ n (s) =

X

w(g,n) (s)v̄ (g,n) (s).

g∈G
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where w(g,n) (s) is the weight given to the g th level of aggregation when measuring state s. This
weight is set to zero if there are no observations of states s ∈ S (g) . Thus, while there may be an
extremely large number of states, the number of positive weights at the most disaggregate level w(0,n)
is never greater than the number of observations. Typically the number of positive weights at more
aggregate levels will be substantially smaller than this.
There are different ways to determine these weights, but an effective method is to use weights
that are inversely proportional to the total squared variation of each estimator. Let
σ̄ 2 (s))(g,n) = the variance of the estimate of the value of state s at the g th level of aggregation
after collecting n observations,
µ̄(g,n) (s) = an estimate of the bias due to aggregation.
We can then use weights that satisfy
w(g) (s) ∝



2 −1
(σ̄ 2 (s))(g,n) + µ̄(g,n) (s)
.

(14)

The weights are then normalized so they sum to one. The quantities σ̄ 2 (s))(g,n) and µ̄(g,n) (s) are
computed using the following
(σ̄ 2 (s))(g,n) = Var[v̄ (g,n) (s)]
= λ(g,n) (s)(s2 (s))(g,n) ,
(s2 (s))(g,n) =

ν̄ (g,n) (s)

(15)

(β̄ (g,n) (s))2

−
1 + λn−1

,
(
(α(g,n−1) (s))2 ,
n = 1,
λ(g,n) (s) =
(g,n−1)
2
(g,n−1)
(g,n−1)
2
(1 − α
(s)) λ
(s) + (α
(s)) , n > 1,

(16)

ν̄ (g,n) (s) = (1 − αn−1 )ν̄ (g,n−1) (s) + αn−1 (v̄ (g,n−1) (s) − v̂ n (s))2 ,

(18)

β̄

(g,n)

µ̄

(g,n)

(s) = (1 − αn−1 )β̄
(s) = v̄

(g,n)

(s) − v̄

(g,n−1)
(0,n)

n

(s) + αn−1 (v̂ − v̄

(s).

(g,n−1)

(s)),

(17)

(19)
(20)

The term ν̄ (g,n) (s) is the total squared variation in the estimate, which includes variation due to pure
noise, (s2 (s))(g,n) , and two sources of bias. The term β̄ (g,n) (s) is the bias introduced when smoothing
a nonstationary data series (if the series is steadily rising, our estimates are biased downward), and
µ̄(g,n) (s) is the bias due to aggregation error.
This system for computing weights scales easily to large state spaces. As we collect more observations of states in a particular region, the weights gravitate toward putting more weight on
disaggregate estimates, while keeping higher weights on more aggregate estimates for regions that
are only lightly sampled. For more on this strategy, see George et al. (2008) or chapter 7 in Powell
(2007). For other important references on aggregation see Bertsekas and Castanon (1989), Bertsekas
and Tsitsiklis (1996) and Luus (2000).
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5.2

Basis functions

Perhaps the most widely cited method for approximating value functions uses the concept of basis
functions. Let
F

= A set of features drawn from a state vector,

φf (S) = A scalar function that draws what is felt to be a useful piece of information from
the state variable, for f ∈ F.
The function φf (S) is referred to as a basis function, since in an ideal setting we would have a family
of functions that spans the state space, allowing us to write
V (S|θ) =

X

θf φf (S)

f ∈F

for an appropriately chosen vector of parameters θ. In practice, we cannot guarantee that we can
find such a set of basis functions, so we write
V̄ (S|θ) ≈

X

θf φf (S).

f ∈F

Basis functions are typically referred to as independent variables or covariates in the statistics community. If S is a scalar variable, we might write
V̄ (S|θ) = θ0 + θ1 S + θ2 S 2 + θ3 sin(S) + θ4 ln(S).
This type of approximation is referred to as linear, since it is linear in the parameters. However, it is
clear that we are capturing nonlinear relationships between the value function and the state variable.
There are several ways to estimate the parameter vector. The easiest, which is often referred to as
least squares temporal differencing (LSTD), uses v̂tn as it is calculated in equation (4), which means
it depends on the value function approximation. An alternative is least squares policy estimation
(LSPE), where we use repeated samples of rewards from simulating a fixed policy. The basic LSPE
algorithm estimates the parameter vector θ by solving

θn = arg min
θ

n
X
m=1

2


v̂tm −

X

θf φf (Stm ) .

f ∈F

This algorithm provides nice convergence guarantees, but the updating step becomes more and more
expensive as the algorithm progresses. Also, it is putting equal weight on all iterations, a property
that is not desirable in practice. We refer the reader to Bertsekas (2007) for a more thorough
discussion of LSTD and LSPE.
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θ0 ,

A simple alternative uses a stochastic gradient algorithm. Assuming we have an initial estimate
we can update the estimate of theta at iteration n using

θn = θn−1 − αn−1 V̄t (Stn |θn−1 ) − v̂tn ∇θ V̄t (Stn |θn−1 )

φ1 (Stn )
  φ2 (Stn )
n−1
n n−1
n
n 
= θ
− αn−1 V̄ (St |θ
) − v̂ (St ) 
..

.

φF (Stn )




.


(21)

Here, αn−1 is a stepsize, but it has to perform a scaling function, so it is not necessarily less than 1.
Depending on the problem, we might have a stepsize that starts around 106 or .00001.
A more powerful strategy uses recursive least squares. Let φn be the vector created by computing
φ(S n ) for each feature f ∈ F. The parameter vector θ can be updated using
θn = θn−1 − H n φn ε̂n ,

(22)

where φn is the vector of basis functions evaluated at S n , and ε̂n = V̄ (Stn |θn−1 ) − v̂ n (Stn ) is the error
in our prediction of the value function. The matrix H n is computed using
Hn =

1 n−1
B
.
γn

(23)

B n−1 is an F + 1 by F + 1 matrix (where F = |F|) which is updated recursively using
B n = B n−1 −

1
(B n−1 φn (φn )T B n−1 ).
γn

(24)

γ n is a scalar computed using
γ n = 1 + (φn )T B n−1 φn .

(25)

Note that there is no stepsize in these equations. These equations avoid the scaling issues of the
stochastic gradient update in equation (21), but hide the fact that they are implicitly using a stepsize
of 1/n. This can be very effective, but can work very poorly. We can overcome this by introducing
a factor λ and revising the updating of γ n and B n using
γ n = λ + (xn )T B n−1 xn ,

(26)

and the updating formula for B n , which is now given by
1
B =
λ
n



1
n−1
n−1 n n T n−1
B
− n (B
x (x ) B
) .
γ

This method puts a weight of λn−m on an observation from iteration n − m. If λ = 1, then we are
weighting all observations equally. Smaller values of λ put a lower weight on earlier observations.
See chapter 7 of Powell (2007) for a more thorough discussion of this strategy. For a thorough presentation of recursive estimation methods for basis functions in approximate dynamic programming,
we encourage readers to see Choi and Van Roy (2006).
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5.3

Values versus marginal values

There are many problems where it is more effective to use the derivative of the value function with
respect to a state, rather than the value of being in the state. This is particularly powerful in
the context of resource allocation problems, where we are solving a vector-valued decision problem
using linear, nonlinear or integer programming. In these problem classes, the derivative of the value
function is much more important than the value function itself. This idea has long been recognized in
the control theory community, which has used the term “heuristic” dynamic programming to refer to
approximate dynamic programming using the value of being in a state, and “dual heuristic” dynamic
programming when using the derivative (see Ferrari and Stengel (2004) for a nice discussion of these
topics from a control-theoretic perspective). Chapters 11 and 12 in Powell (2007) discuss the use of
derivatives for applications that arise in operations research.

5.4

Discussion

Approximating value functions can be viewed as just an application of a vast array of statistical
methods to estimate the value of being in a state. Perhaps the biggest challenge is model specification,
which can include designing the basis functions. See Tsitsiklis and Van Roy (1996) and Fan and Li
(2006) for a thorough discussion of feature selection. There has also been considerable interest in
the use of nonparametric methods (Fan and Gijbels (1996)). An excellent reference for statistical
learning techniques that can be used in this setting is Hastie et al. (2001).
The estimation of value function approximations, however, involves much more than just a simple
application of statistical methods. There are several issues that have to be addressed that are unique
to the ADP setting:
a) Value function approximations have to be estimated recursively. There are many statistical
methods that depend on estimating a model from a fixed batch of observations. In ADP, we
have to update value function approximations after each observation.
b) We have to get through the early iterations. In the first iteration, we have no observations.
After 10 iterations, we have to work with value functions that have been approximated using
10 data points (even though we may have hundreds or thousands of parameters to estimate).
We depend on the value function approximations in these early iterations to guide decisions.
Poor decisions in the early iterations can lead to poor value function approximations.
c) The value v̂tn depends on the value function approximation V̄t+1 (S). Errors in this approximation produce biases in v̂tn , which then distorts our ability to estimate V̄t (S). As a result, we
are recursively estimating value functions using nonstationary data.
n
n ),
d) We can choose which state to visit next. We do not have to use St+1
= S M (Stn , xnt , Wt+1
which is a strategy known as “trajectory following.” This is known in the ADP community as
the “exploration vs. exploitation” problem - do we explore a state just to learn about it, or do
we visit a state which appears to be the best? Although considerable attention has been given
to this problem, it is a largely unresolved issue, especially for high-dimensional problems.

e) Everyone wants to avoid the art of specifying value function approximations. Here, the ADP
community shares the broader goal of the statistical learning community which is a method
which will approximate a value function with no human intervention.
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6

The linear programming method

The best-known methods for solving dynamic programs (in steady state) are value iteration and
policy iteration. Less well-known is that we can solve for the value of being in each (discrete) state
by solving the linear program
min
v

X

βs v(s)

(27)

s∈S

subject to
v(s) ≥ C(s, a) + γ

X

p(s0 |s, a)v(s0 )

for all s and a,

(28)

s0 ∈S

where β is simply a vector of positive coefficients. In this problem, the decision variable is the value
v(s) of being in state s, which has to satisfy the constraints (28). The problem with this method
is that there is a decision variable for each state, and a constraint for each state-action pair. Not
surprisingly, this can produce very large linear programs very quickly.
The linear programming method received a new lease on life with the work of de Farias and Van
Roy (2004) which introduced approximate dynamic programming concepts to this method. The first
step to reduce complexity involves introducing basis functions to simplify the representation of the
value function, giving us
min
θ

X
s∈S

βs

X

θf φf (s)

f ∈F

subject to
X

θf φf (s) ≥ C(s, a) + γ

f ∈F

X
s0 ∈S

p(s0 |s, a)

X

θf φf (s0 )

for all s and x.

f ∈F

Now we have reduced a problem with |S| variables (one value per state) to a vector θf , f ∈ F.
Much easier, but we still have the problem of far too many constraints. de Farias and Van Roy
(2004) then introduced the novel idea of using a Monte Carlo sample of the constraints. As of this
writing, this method is receiving considerable attention in the research community, but as with all
ADP algorithms, considerable work is needed to produce robust algorithms that work in an industrial
setting.

7

Stepsizes

While designing good value function approximations is the most central challenge in the design of
an ADP algorithm, a critical and often overlooked choice is the design of a stepsize rule. This is not
to say that stepsizes have been ignored in the research literature, but it is frequently the case that
developers do not realize the dangers from an incorrect choice of stepsize rule.
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We can illustrate the basic challenge in the design of a stepsize rule by considering a very simple
dynamic program. In fact, our dynamic program has only one state and no actions. We can write it
as computing the following expectation

F =E

∞
X

γ t Ĉt .

t=0

Assume that the contributions Ĉt are identically distributed as a random variable Ĉ and that EĈ = c.
We know that the answer to this problem is c/(1 − γ), but assume we do not know c, and we have
to depend on random observations of Ĉ. We can solve this problem using the following two-step
algorithm:
v̂ n = Ĉ n + γv̄ n−1 ,
v̄

n

= (1 − αn−1 )v̄

n−1

(29)
n

+ αn−1 v̂ .

(30)

We are using an iterative algorithm, where v̄ n is our estimate of F after n iterations. We assume
that Ĉ n is the nth sample realization of Ĉ.
We note that equation (29) handles the problem of summing over multiple contributions. Since
we depend on Monte Carlo observations of Ĉ, we use equation (30) to then perform smoothing. If
Ĉ were deterministic, we would use a stepsize αn−1 = 1 to achieve the fastest convergence. On the
other hand, if Ĉ is random but if γ = 0 (which means we do not really have to deal with the infinite
sum), then the best possible stepsize is 1/n (we are just trying to estimate the mean of Ĉ). In fact,
1/n satisfies a common set of theoretical conditions for convergence which are typically written
∞
X

αn = ∞,

n=1
∞
X

(αn )2 < ∞.

n=1

The first of these conditions prevents stalling (a stepsize of 0.8n would fail this condition), while the
second ensures that the variance of the resulting estimate goes to zero (statistical convergence).
Not surprisingly, many stepsize formulas have been proposed in the literature. A review is
provided in George and Powell (2006) (see also chapter 6 in Powell (2007)). Two popular stepsize
rules that satisfy the conditions above are
αn =
αn =

a
, and
a+n−1
1
.
nβ

In the first formula, a = 1 gives you 1/n, whereas larger values of a produce a stepsize that declines
more slowly. In the second rule, β has to satisfy .5 < β ≤ 1. Of course, these rules can be combined,
but both a and β have to be tuned, which can be particularly annoying.
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George and Powell (2006) introduces the following stepsize rule (called the bias adjusted Kalman
filter (BAKF) stepsize rule):

αn = 1 −

σ2
(1 +

λn )σ 2

(31)

+ (β n )

where
(
(αn−1 )2 ,
n=1
λn =
2
n−1
2
(1 − αn−1 ) λ
+ (αn−1 ) , n > 1.
Here, σ 2 is the variance of the observation noise, and β n is the bias measuring the difference between
the current estimate of the value function V̄ n (S n ) and the true value function V (S n ). Since these
quantities are not generally known they have to be estimated from data (see George and Powell
(2006) or Powell (2007), chapter 6 for details).
This stepsize enjoys some useful properties. If there is no noise, then αn−1 = 1. If β n = 0, then
αn−1 = 1/n. It can also be shown that αn−1 ≥ 1/n at all times. The primary difficulty is that the
bias term has to be estimated from noisy data, which can cause problems. If the level of observation
noise is very high, we recommend a deterministic stepsize formula. But if the observation noise is
not too high, the BAKF rule can work quite well, because it adapts to the data.

8

Practical issues

Approximate dynamic programming is a flexible modeling and algorithmic framework that requires
that a developer make a number of choices in the design of an effective algorithm. Once you have
developed a model, designed a value function approximation, and chosen a learning strategy, you
still face additional steps before you can conclude that you have an effective strategy.
Usually the first challenge you will face is debugging a model that does not seem to be working.
For example, as the algorithm learns, the solution will tend to get better, although it is hardly
guaranteed to improve from one iteration to the next. But what if the algorithm does not seem to
produce any improvement at all?
Start by making sure that you are solving the decision problem correctly given the value function
approximation (even if it may be incorrect). This is really only an issue for more complex problems,
such as where x is an integer-valued vector, requiring the use of more advanced algorithmic tools.
Then, and most important, verify the accuracy of the information (such as v̂) that you are
deriving to update the value function. Are you using an estimate of the value of being in a state,
or perhaps the marginal value of an additional resource? Is this value correct? If you are using a
forward pass algorithm (where v̂ depends on a value function approximation of the future), assume
the approximation is correct and validate v̂. This is more difficult if you are using a backward pass
(as with TD(1)), since v̂ has to track the value (or marginal value) of an entire trajectory.
When you have confidence that v̂ is correct, are you updating the value function approximation
correctly? For example, if you compare v̂tn with V̄ n−1 (Stn ), the observations of v̂ n (over iterations)
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should look like the scattered noise of observations around an estimated mean. Do you see a persistent
bias?
Finally, think about whether your value function approximations are really contributing better
decisions. What if you set the value function to zero? What intelligence do you feel your value
function approximations are really adding? Keep in mind that there are some problems where a
myopic policy can work reasonably well.
Now assume that you are convinced that your value function approximations are improving your
solution. One of the most difficult challenges is evaluating the quality of an ADP solution. Perhaps
you feel you are getting a good solution, but how far from optimal are you?
There is no single answer to the question of how to evaluate an ADP algorithm. Typically you
want to ask the question: if I simplify my problem in some way (without making it trivial), do I
obtain an interesting problem that I can solve optimally? If so, you should be able to apply your
ADP algorithm to this simplified problem, producing a benchmark against which you can compare.
How a problem might be simplified is situation specific. One strategy is to eliminate uncertainty.
If the deterministic problem is still interesting (for example, this might be the case in a transportation
application, but not a financial application), then this can be a powerful benchmark. Alternatively,
it might be possible to reduce the problem to one that can be solved exactly as a discrete Markov
decision process.
If these approaches do not produce anything, the only remaining alternative is to compare an
ADP-based strategy against a policy that is being used (or most likely to be used) in practice. If
it is not the best policy, is it at least an improvement? Of course, there are many settings where
ADP is being used to develop a model to perform policy studies. In such situations, it is typically
more important that the model behave reasonably. For example, do the results change in response
to changes in inputs as expected?
ADP is more like a toolbox than a recipe. A successful model requires some creativity and
perseverance. There are many instances of people who try ADP, only to conclude that it “does not
work.” It is very easy to miss one ingredient to produce a model that does not work. But a successful
model not only solves a problem, it enhances your ability to understand and solve complex decision
problems.
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